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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to explore the relationship be
tween motivation and expectations of the treatment process in requests
for help at a Mental Health Center in a southwestern metropolitan area.
The responses of forty-four adults to a ten item questionnaire
developed by the investigator and administered by the agency intake
interviewers constituted the data collected.

The investigation con

sidered the relationship between the presenting patient's motivation
and expectations of self-involvement and helpfulness in the treatment
process.

The influencing factors were divided into three areas for

the purposes of this study.

The areas were defined and labeled-

internal , external and environmental.

Expectations were considered

in terms of helpfulness of treatment, anticipated effort expended in
the treatment process and self-involvement by the presenting patient.
The data was analyzed statistically.

The findings indicated

that the patient who expected to involve himself in the treatment
process often came to the Mental Health Center due to consciously rec
ognized feelings of needing help.

The patient who was coerced into

treatment had expectations that did not include self-involvement in
the treatment process.

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Persons seeking help from a mental health agency may have var
ious constellations of motives.

Differences in individual motivation

affect not only the behavior of the presenting patient, but may be re
lated to their expectations of the agency, its personnel and themselves
in the treatment process. An investigation of this relationship is the
basis of this study.
If nursing is to progress
patient

in meeting

care, the implications of motivation

help must be recognized and explored.

its goal ofcomprehensive
of persons requesting

Consideration of those factors

which influence persons to seek help for health problems may be useful
in understanding and assessing the health patterns of the presenting
patient.
Optimum health may or may
lar individual.

By exploring the

not be a specific goal of a particu
motivating

forces, thenurse may be

better prepared to help the individual help himself.

Consideration of

various processes reported subjectively by the patient and not direct
ly observable in ah individual's overt behavior should be helpful in
determining the motivating influences.
Motivated behavior is identified by certain specific elements
in the motive constellation.

One element is internal forces. These

are described in terms of urge, feeling, drive, instinct or need.

Another element is the external determinant. This could be described
as precipitating pressures which leads to certain resultant behavior.
These could be familial, cultural or societal pressures.
element is environmental.

The third

This relates to the anticipated expending

of time or money in the treatment process.
Within this framework of internal, external and environmental
categories, the nurse can begin to examine the motives of the present
ing patient.

The biological drives, mental internal states, and re

lated environmental and external pressures combine to form influencing
factors in the requests for help for mental illness.

Evaluation of

these influencing factors is of prime importance to the helping pro
fessions.

Consideration of the whole individual can assist the nurse

to a high level of comprehensive nursing care.

As Cantril (1967) has

said, consideration of feelings as activating forces can be used as a
guide to understanding motivated behavior and recognizing its signifi
cance .
Motivation is an illusive concept with poorly defined limits.
The term motivation is over-simplified and over-used.

The usage of

the term ranges widely. At one extreme is one need being designated
as a total explanatory concept.

The other extreme is a hierarchy of

needs used to pigeonhole the whole gamut of human behavior and striv
ing.

For the purposes of this study, the influencing factors which

can account for the presenting patient's requesting help are labeled
"motives.”
Bearing in mind the wide range of motivation theory and con
cepts, motivation is defined by the investigator as "the dynamic forces

behind behavior."

This is a very general definition but nowhere in

the theories is a more precise definition found to meet the needs of
the study.

These dynamic forces are identified as internal drives,

external pressures and environmental forces.
The conditions relevant to examining behavior within the frame
work

of motives can be identified.

Consideration of behavior asa com

plex and multi-functional internal process in addition to assessment of
the individual in relationship to his social values and environment is
essential to understand motivating influences.
In reviewing the major theories and the works of the proponents
of each

of these theories, the wide range of concepts

and variedin

terpretations become evident. For the purposes of this study, motiva
tion theory has restricted scope.

This study limits motives

considerably to focus upon the synthesis of modern motivation theories
developed by K. M. Madsen of Denmark (1965).

The investigation is

based upon several identifiable concepts of Madsen's theory.

He has

divided motives into organic or internal forces and non-organic or
social, external motives.

These two classes of motives are defined

and. applied within the investigation framework tb the study.
Madsen makes no distinction within his description of motives
as to the difference between the terms "drive" and "need."

In fact,

he suggests that there is little use in differentiating between the
terms although he prefers "drive.”

For purposes of this study, terms

which imply internalized "push" will be used interchangeably.
includes "drive," "need," "pressure" and "force."

This

All refer to

motives„ No effort will be made to explore or isolate the purely
biological aspects of motivation.
Madsen discusses the dynamic processes within the individual.
He describes motivation as a complex activating process useful in un
derstanding human behavior.

Within his motive outline, Madsen recog

nizes motivating cognitive processes which add to the complexity of
motivation.

His concept emphasizes the uniqueness and wholeness of

the individual and his responses.

Using Madsen's theoretical frame-,

work, the relationship of motives to the individual's expectations can
be evaluated.
It is in the theories of motivation which stress the individ
ual's total response such as Maslow"s (195^) self-actualization
theory that human life as a whole is analyzed.

It is within the the

ories of self-actualization that the word "health" comes into use.
If the premise thatmmental illness is an illness like any other is ac
cepted, then treatment can be expected to offer relief (Meltzer and
Smothers, 1967)-

When treatment for mental illness is provided, re

quests for help and the associated motives can be examined within the
framework of the Mental Health Center. This framework would include
consideration not only of the presenting patient's motives but also
the philosophy of the institution and the nature of the intake inter
view and admission procedure.

Statement of the Problem
The investigator has observed over a period of years in working
with mentally ill patients that the level of participation in the

treatment process is related to motivational aspects of the requests
for help and expectations of the therapeutic process.

Remarks such as,

"I came for a rest,” and "My doctor said I needed help," from patients
indicate that not all patients come because.of self-recognition of the
need for help or have useful expectations of becoming involved in the
treatment process.
It is the investigator's impression that motivational influ
ences are closely allied with expectations of the prospective treat
ment process from the institution solicited for help.

This' is

substantiated in readings on motivation and expectations.

Krause

(1967) discusses in detail the linkages between motives and the asso
ciated expectations.

Roche (1968) points out that the individual's

expectations are verbalized as goals or intentions.
In appraising the course of events that constitute the thera
peutic process in regaining mental health, the initial step toward
help has great significance.

The motivating forces are the impetus

to request assistance in handling those areas defined by the patient
as "problems."

By examining these motivating forces and clarifying

the associated expectations, a reasonably accurate picture of the
presenting patient is obtained. This gives an indication of where
in the therapeutic process active intervention, in response to the
patient's request for help, must begin.

The current investigation

seeks to establish the relationshipcof motivating influences and ex
pectations of the treatment process.

The objective is to improve .

understanding of the constellation of motives and the relationship to
expectations of the therapeutic process in order to help the patient

help himself. Hopefully, the helping professions can utilize this
knowledge to more accurately assess the patient's needs and assist him
in planning active intervention which makes good use of the profession
al helping person.

General Approach
To explore the relationship of motivation and expectation,.a
study was conducted at the local Mental Health Center.

The method of

investigation was a questionnaire designed to elicit responses re
lated to selected influencing factors in the individual's requests
for help.

Specific questions were also used to determine the expec

tations of the presenting patient. The questionnaire was presented
as part of the intake information interview.

The ensuing data were

then analyzed to determine if there was, indeed, any association of
client's motivation and his expectations of what would happen in the
treatment process.

CHAPTER II

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Review of the Literature
General Background.

In reviewing the theories of motivation,

it becomes apparent that there is not one theory of motivation nor is
there much unity of thought between the various theories. The motiva
tion theories range along a wide continuum.

At one extreme of the

continuum are psychological theories represented by the ethlogieal
position.

The ethlogieal focus of research is on animal behavior in

order to understand the mechanisms of behavior, namely instincts.
Psychological theories which offer an opportunity to recognize the
uniqueness -of the individual and the hierarchy of motives in selfactualization are at the other end of the continuum.

Ranging in be

tween are explanatory concepts which purport to allow for every
possible distinction of the differences in motivating forces.
If there is any thread of continuity throughout the literature,
it seems to be that the human being does attempt to effect some equi
librium or homeostasis. If need-reduction is seen as indicative of
disequilibrium, then the pattern of responses is descriptive of mo
tivated behavior sequences.
There has been consideration of motivation commencing with •
the earliest written records.

Throughout the early literature there

are references to motivation as it is related to human nature,
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intrinsically good or evil.

This was associated with the role of so

ciety and social organization of man.
As scientific inquiry began a period of tremendous advancement
in the nineteenth century, the individual's adaptation to his environ
ment became a focal point of the studies in natural phenomena = The
functionalist psychology emerged with motivation as a central concept
at the beginning of the twentieth century. Freud (19&9 ) has iden
tified internal states of activity or drive in his Instincts and their
Vicissitudes.
Motivation then became associated with emotion and the impor
tant determinants of behavior became, to some theorists, the emotions
associated with purposive, goal-seeking mental activity.

McClelland

(1955) is a proponent of this theory.
Throughout the readings on motivation, the multi-determinal
aspects and the complexity of the subject are stressed.

The con

ceptual framework of this investigation is that there is a gearing
together of motivational components, both internal and external,
which accounts for the complexity in motivation.

The interaction of

intrinsic and extrinsic variables produces a variety of behavioral
responses within the individual. The process is dynamic and repre
sents the internal needs and drives of the individual in action with
the external social pressures upon the individual.

Motivation con

cerns the conditions responsible for variation in the intensity,
quality and direction of ongoing behavior.
extrinsic and intrinsic.

These conditions are both

"At any given time, motivational conditions

constitute an organized system of response determinants, each component
bearing a significant relation to the other component =-”

(Vinacke, 1962,

P- 3).
John Atkinson (1965) has stated that a useful conceptual frame
work for motivation must identify the functional components of motiva
tion within the individual which are relatively stable. General
personality dispositions and the transient environmental influences
are in constant interaction.

The individual relates the dynamic forces

of behavior to the environment surrounding him and determines his ex
pectations of the situations.

These expectancies are not limited to

actions but also to beliefs, feelings, attitudes and values, as sug
gested in Individual in Society (Krech, Crutchfield and Ballaekery,

1962).
Specific Theoretical Support. K. M. Madsen (1965) offers a
synthesis of the modern theories of motivation.
tivation theories lends itself to research.

This overview of mo

Madsen's theory can be

operationalized and provides substantiation to the conceptual frame
work of this treatise.

Behavior is delineated within Madsen's theory

as having "dynamic processes" and "cognitive processes."

They can be

defined by their functions or effects on behavior. Cognitive process
es have a directing or organizing function.
gize behavior.

Dynamic processes ener

The interaction of.these two processes in combination

determines behavior.

"In accordance with this, all behavior is more

or less motivated (i.e., driven by some energy), and all behavior is
more or less organized and directed by some goal.” (Madsen, 1965, p.57)
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Research by physiologists and. ethologists such as P. T. Young
(1961) and H. F. Harlow (1953) have shown that external stimuli have
important bearing on motivational responses.

Hot only is there cog

nitive directing function to external stimuli but also dynamic func
tion.

Madsen (1965) utilizes these ideas to organize two classes of

motives:

organic motives and non-organic motives.

"The organic mo

tives are, of course, motives which are determined— or at least in
volve— -organic processes outside the C.H.S.

The non-organic motives

are characterized by their determining causes which are motivating
stimuli from the external situation, which often is of social charac
ter,/' (Madsen, 1965, p. 62). Organic motives would include hunger,
thirst, sex, maternal, temperature, pain-avoidance, excretory, rest
and activity.

The author lists one further organic motive which he

labels as emotional.

"it is just the fact that the emotional motives

are determined exclusively by external stimuli that makes them so
modifiable by learning and perhaps the basis for many non-organic or
social motives," (Madsen, 1965, p. 36)• His non-organic situational
motives are listed as social contact, power, achievement and
acquisition.
Madsen describes a motive system which is an interactional
■functioning of many motives within the individual working toward a
common goal.

The principle is that there is not "one" master motive

determining the direction of behavior at one specific time, but a
systemized effect.

Within the conceptual framework of this study,

the motive system is divided into internal, external and environmental
components.

11
Although Madsen's theory lends itself to this research, other
theorists can also he used to support this investigation.

References

are made to the internal and external motive factors as defined in
this study throughout other theories. These authors offer supplemental
substantiation to the conceptual framework of this investigation.

Other Theoretical Support to Internal Factors«. The motiva
tional systems lead to the intricate hierarchies of motives.

Hierar

chies of motives recognize the individual and his social motives which
include positive experiences. Such theories emphasize self-actualiza
tion.

In the process of recognizing the importance of the individual

ity of man and his orientations to future goals, the influence of
functioning in a social environment came to have significance.

So

ideas from sociology, psychiatry, anthropology and psychology came
into play.

Gestalt psychologists have considered the whole organism,

arguing that by studying the whole one can understand the integrated
parts. . They insist that experience must be accepted as is, uninflu
enced by theories.

Adler, Jung and Rank consider the individual and

his value systems and future goals. Fromm and Horney are two more
contributors to theories which emphasize the individual and selfactualization process by recognizing the importance of social focus
on the individual.
Maslow has written extensively on self-actualization.

He sees

the task of psychology as that of developing a usable theory of human
motivation which is governed by value judgments of the "good life."
(Maslow, 1954). Maslow recognizes that much of the descriptive data

12
regarding motivation must be supplied by the individual.

"The original

criterion of motivation and the one that is still used by all human be
ings, except behavioral psychologists, is the subjective one" (Maslow,
1967).
The essential meaning of the concept, self-actualization, is
found in the "discovery of the real self, and its expression and de
velopment" (Gofer and Appley, 1964, p. 663)°

Self-actualization, ac

cording to Maslow, is a tendency toward growth and self-perfection.
this state, gratification increases motivation,

In

"Gratification of growth

motives produces health, whereas satisfaction of deficit needs only pre
vents illness, and gratification of growth motives cause the pleasure of
production and creation” (Gofer and Appley, 1964, p, 680),

Maslow de

scribed a hierarchy of needs, with self-actualization at the high point,
with prior satisfaction of lower needs a prerequisite, "The vocabulary
1
to describe motivations must be hierarchial, especially since growth
motivations must be characterized differently from basic needs (defi
ciency needs)" (Maslow, 1967, p, 121),

Maslow recognized the lower

needs as "instinctoid" or universal.
Anxiety is consistently implied throughout discussion of mo
tivation theories.

However, anxiety is not designated as an inde

pendent theory of motivation in itself but, rather, a component of
the theory.

It is particularly mentioned in the psychoanalytic

motivation theories and in those theories which list it as force un
derlying human needs.
Anxiety is given an important place in psychoanalytic motiva
tion theories.

The central role of anxiety is significant in several

-

13

ways. One way is that anxiety provides the connection between social
behavior and the biological energy substrata.
cues may become motivators.

Second, role anxiety is seen as an arousal

state with increasing tensions.
tension-reduction hypothesis.

The emotionally arousing

Behavior can be organized around the
Thirdly, the defense mechanism of per

sistent contrived behavior becomes more understandable in terms of an
uncomfortable internal state such as anxiety.

Fourthly, anxiety is a

link between the current situation and past memory.

The intensity of

the arousal may be positively correlated with the remembrance of an
arousal response rather than the present evoking stimulus.
The internal states of motivation, whether conscious or un
conscious, are responded to by the individual.

The behavior sequence

which follows is based on- the arousal concept.

An awareness of stim

ulus-induced anticipation becomes evident and the behavioral sequences
initiate a response to the arousal state.

In considering the implica

tions of the arousal concept, one important consideration for health
must be made.

If behavior is determined only by unconscious drives,

then little can be done to modify behavior,

"However to the extent

that behavior is determined by learned anticipations, it is possible .
to conceive of the modification of behavior by means of eliminating
or altering the expectation" (Gofer and Appley, 1964, p. 825)°
Emotional conflict and anxiety cause suffering which may be
classed by the individual as a motive force.

Suffering is further

strengthened as a motive if the individual not only wishes to do
something about these feelings but knows he is able to do something
about it.

Suffering is a specific internal state with psychic and

physical components. The response is mediated through the ego and
its adaptive functions. The reaction presents the individual with
discomfort; acute anxiety, conflict and sufferings
response is one of cause and effect.

The individual's

"Actually, suffering itself is

not a motive-force, although it exerts a causal effect" (Silverman,

1964, p. 225)•>

The individual response and indication of need for

treatment then cannot be separated from his internal conflicts and
defenses.

The individual's description of his distress is a subjec

tive evaluation.
urement.

The amount of disability can be an objective meas

Is there sufficient discomfort to recognize the problem and

sustain the desire for help to obtain relief?

"The major point is that

motivation for treatment is inseparable,in practice from the patient's
conflicts and defenses" (Holt, 1967, p. 1392)»
The uniqueness of the individual and his responses is impor
tant in the study of motivation.
point of view.

Gordon Allport (1961) presents this

He stresses the idea that the individual is consider-

edttunique and studied as an individual personality.

"In brief, the

principal of functional autonomy is a declaration of independence for
the psychology of personality" (Teevan and Birney, 1964, p. 78 ).

Man

is a composite of motive systems growing out of all behavior systems
but functioning independently of them.
why men behave as they do.
ing.”

A dynamic psychology describes

Allport refers to this as "creative becom

He sees a transformation of motives through their integration by

experience.

Although he mentions instincts, Allport sees them as trans

formed into a habit.

"Each motive has a definite point of origin which

may possibly be in instincts, or more likely, in the organic tensions
of infancy."

"Whatever bond remains is historical, not functional"

(Teevan and Birney, 196*1-, p. 63).

"No instinct can retain its motiva

tional force unimpaired after it has been absorbed and recast under
the transforming influence of learning" (Teevan and Birney, 1964, p. 64).
So with the emphasis on the uniqueness of the individual and conscious
ly experienced motivations. Allport has a position consistent with
self-actualization and consistent with internal motive states.
There is an implied assumption throughout the literature that
the individual's motivation and related expectations of treatment is
based on a rational and conscious judgment. Does a recognition of
the need for help necessarily entail an understanding of unconscious
ego-motivating factors?

Some authors mention these ego-motive forces

as being very compelling and important. For instance, "Indeed, it
seems probable that the major determining motivation in beginning
therapy in every case, just as it is later on in treatment, is the
possibility of gratifying infantile needs and the compulsion to repeat
significant childhood relationships" (Holt, 1967, p. 1392)-

Silverman

(1964) states that ego-motive forces are involved in conscious-rational
readiness.

The instinctive motive forces are closely associated with

derivative motive-forces. These reflect the need for infantile grat
ification.

This in turn can stimulate a conscious readiness for

treatment that is reality oriented and associated with extrinsic
factors.
There is much discussion in the literature of "strong" or use
ful motivation.

Strong motivation is described as expressing strong

16
wishes, making sacrifices to allow for treatment and. recognizing that
the individual must participate in the treatment process,

Siegel de

scribes these variables as being classified motivational if "they fa
cilitate responses, if they influence the learning of new responses,
or if they lead to the weakening of certain responses" (Siegel and
Fink, 1962, p. 172),

Various kinds of motive-forces can be differen

tiated, their relative influences estimated and a determination of the
relationships,jmade, This relationship is based on internal and external
forces impinging on the individual.

Other Theoretical Support for External Motive Forces, Exter
nal motive forces as defined in this study are mentioned by authors
who recognize social and cultural forces impinging upon the individual,
Redlich states that most patients find it difficult to conceive
of uh'conscious states (Redlich and Hollingshead, 1958),

Those least

able to recognize the implications of the unconscious are in the low
est socio-economic class and have the least formal education.

This

group is described as receiving "less reward for verbalization and
for thinking, particularly thinking about symbolic and interpersonal
processes which are crucial in understanding concepts and methods of
dynamic psychiatrics" (Silverman, 1964, p, 216),

This group responds

to external pressures from their cultural or familial groups.

The ex

ternally motivated patient comes without preconceived ideas of the
need for treatment, Ewalt (1966) discusses the necessity of the
helping professional accommodating themselves to the patient's motive
forces and expectations of the treatment process.

The external

pressures are instrumental in maintaining neurotic motive forces or
reinforcing factors that interfere with conscious readiness for treat
ment „

"External environmental factors must thus be taken into consid

eration in preliminary and subsequent dynamic appraisal of patient's
overall motivation.," (Silverman, 1964, p. 225)- External motive forces
are discussed in terms of the "unmotivated" patient. Within the def
initions used in this study, the unmotivated patient is responding to
external pressures.

Frequently this person is forced or coerced into

treatment. The unmotivated person also seems to be a label used by
the mental health professional for those persons who do not remain in
treatment. In one study, "50$ of all types of patients drop out of
most psychiatric clinics before six interviews are completed," (Aharan,

1967* P» 487). Motivation is clearly a factor in identifying those
individuals on whom the Mental Health Center has little apparent ef
fect.

"It is interesting that the problem of motivation is raised

most often and in fact used practically as an accusation in the case
of the most difficult patients, namely alcoholics, the addicts, and
some psychopathic individuals«" (Holt, 1967, p. 1390)- Rosen suggests
that the patient's expectations can interfere with the treatment pro
cess (Rosen, 1965, p. 224).
It is possible that a theory of task motivation and incentives
may have application for understanding the "unmotivated."
one author who examines this relationship.
specified by the task at hand.

Loche is

Behavior is determined and

"Tasks (intentions, goals) are to be

treated as causal factors in behavior.

A task is a necessary condition
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for most kinds of behavior(Loche, 1968, p. 158). “Goals and inten
tions are important determinants of task performance»

It is argued

that these long-neglected concepts are important enough so that any
tenable theory of human motivation must take account of them." (Loche,

1968, p. 183). Consideration must be given to the "unmotivated" in
dividual's recognition of his goals and to his commitment to the treat
ment process.

"The subject's degree of commitment to his goal may

play an important role in determining how easily he will give up in
the face of difficulty, how likely he will be to "goof off" when not
being pressured from the outside, how likely he will be to abandon
hard goals, and how prone he will be to "leave the field" in the face
of stress =” (Loche, 1968, p. 176). If the goals are imposed upon the
patient, they become external motive forces. As such, little effect
will occur in the treatment process until these externally imposed mo
tive forces become internalized motive

forces.

As Tallman has said,

"The point is, rather, that at a giventime, the pressures on the in
dividual to achieve the goal come from

both within the individualand

from the social order." (Tallman, 1967, p. 3^2).

Theoretical Support for Environmental Motive Forces. Environ
mental motive factors, as defined in the current study, are indirectly
discussed in the literature. This motive force is described as a
willingness to invest time and money in the treatment process. Holt
(1967) discussesnthis highly individualized motive force which has
great variation from patient to patient. He states that some patients
recognize the implications of their behavior and are more willing to
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make an investment of time or money to change the behavior.

The area

is related to the sacrifices a patient must make in order to devote
time to the treatment process.

It is also related to the monetary

value the patient places on mental health.

The environmental motive

force determines how much the individual is willing to invest in order
to attain mental health.
The environmental motive as used in this study does not involve
the pressure that is found within internal and external motive forces.
The environmental motive force has a more "permitting" type of func
tion.

This motive force allows the individual to invest time or ex

pend money in the treatment process.

It must be remembered that this

motive force operates prior to admission.

In order to be defined as

the environmental motive force in this study, it is necessary to rec
ognize the pre-treatment aspect.

This differentiates the environmental

motive force from an expectation.

Theoretical Support of Expectation Concept. McClelland defines
a motive as a strong effective association, characterized by an antic
ipatory total reaction based on past association of certain cues with
pleasure or pain.
approach.

Behavior reflects the tendency to show avoidance or

The avoidance indicates the existence of a motive with the

associated emotion.

McClelland believes direction of behavior rather

than arousal of behavior to be the prime function of motivation.

Mo

tivations are defined by McClelland in terms of the expectations pri
marily and secondarily in terms of the results of action.
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In reviewing the literature on motivation for treatment of
mental illness, few actual experimental studies were found.

Most of

the literature is based on case studies and survey research of the
records of an institution or a therapist which relate to an evaluation
by the professional mental health worker of the patient's motives.
Studies of motivation for help in mental health are often discussed in
terms of the patient's expectations of the treatment process. They
include discussion of the response to the therapist and to the psycho
therapeutic process.

In investigating the literature on motivational

studies related to beginning psychotherapy or remaining in psycho
therapy, it becomes evident that the role which expectations of the
treatment process play in understanding the patient and his motives is
not clearly delineated.

The clinical and theoretical implications are

not clearly pinpointed.

However, there is growing recognition that

expectations play an important part in the search for mental health.
Recognition of the patient's expectations and conscious goals is dis
cussed in terms of understanding motives.

"An assessment of over-all

motivation for treatment should constitute an important part of pre
treatment work-up.

It will not only provide useful information about

the patients but also indicate potential interferences with its prog
ress." (Silverman, 1964, p. 226). The patient's expectations of the
treatment process are not specifically investigated in the literature.
Some authors allude to this area in discussing the "wrongly" motivated
or the "unmotivated" persons.

Holt (1967) and Rosen (1967) discuss

the implications of the "wrongly" motivated or the unmotivated patient.
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They relate it to a subjective evaluation of the patient's motives by
the health professional.
This area of discussion in the literature concerns the suita
bility of a patient for psychotherapy and his ability to remain in
therapy. Much of the literature pertains to those "wrongly" motivated
or unmotivated.

Those "wrongly" motivated seemed to be those who are

expecting medical treatment for what is believed to be a physical dis
ability.

These patients deny or rationalize their illness and moti

vating forces.

"Experience teaches us that these people's motivation

for treatment usually have little to do with their rational understand
ing of either the processes of psychopathology or the processes of
psychotherapy«" (Holt, 1967, p. 1395).
Krause discusses the patient's expectations of the treatment
process. He suggests that "Client's motivation for treatment is most
usefully expressed in terms of his expectations," (Krause, 1967,
p. 359). The client's expectations are a reflection or outward expres
sion of his motivational forces.

Expectations of self and the helping

professional person are discussed by Ring (1964).

He believes that

people want themselves and others to behave in ways which areccon
sistent with the expectations.

The expectation of self as well as

expectations of the therapist in the treatment process are part of the
cultural background of the patient.

The relationship of culture and

behavior disorders is based on cultural origins as well as cultural
elaborations.

"In any culture, learning what it means to be sick in

volves also learning how to get well." (Stunkard, 1961, p. l4oj. The
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learning process consists of validating the motivational forces of the
distress, recognizing that one cannot modify behavior by his own ef
forts alone and by culturally defining his expectations.

Goffman (1959)

has shown very clearly that deviations from the expected destroy the
definition of the cultural "situation” and cause the participants to
feel bewildered and uncertain.

She individual does not know how to

act because a new definition of the situation needs to be established.
Therefore, expectations are related to the cultural pressures on an
individual as well as his inner tensions.
There are'vague references to the relationship between motiva
tion and expectations of self in the treatment process.

Some authors

indicate which expectations the patient needs to bring to the treatment
process in order to attain mental health.

These expectations of the

treatment process involve action related to choice.
cess is dynamic.

The choice pro

"The client does not merely receive treatment, but

must actively participate in it.

His motivation to participate is a

vital factor in the outcome of treatment(Krause, 1966, p. 9) •
Patient motivation is associated with favorable attitudes toward self,
a small discrepancy between ratings of self and ideal self, intelli
gence, attitudes of social restraint, and an interest in people and
how to get along with them." (Barry, 1968, p. 244). This description
of the presenting patient seems like a large order for an individual,
even if he recognizes the need for help.

Motivation has integrating

tendencies and can be used to engage in reaching a specific state.
But does the individual patient present himself to the Mental Health

Center with such intact facilities and well-defined expectations?
The literature is replete with inferences that it is not .so.

The

presenting client may be poorly motivated as defined by the Mental
Health Center.

"The person who is found eligible and receives treat

ment is usually the highly motivated person, in the upper or middle
income group, relatively well educated and psychologically sophisti
cated." (Strickler, 1965, p. 377)• "Since a comprehensive community
mental health program by its very nature must be public health ori
ented, the question must be raised as to whether emphasis in such a
program should be placed on service to selected groups who possibly
offer better prognosis or to those whose situations may be more com
plicated by virtue of concealed pathology." (Furman, 1965, p. 91)•
Any adequate theory of motivation takes account of the indi
vidual's expectations or conscious goals. The recognition of a goal
and commitment to the goal provide a basis for eliciting the patient's
motivation.
nature.

An assessment of motivation is necessarily subjective in

"It should be stressed that in the last analysis the content -

of a particular individual's goals and intentions must be inferred
from his verbal report (based on his introspection)5" (Loche, 1968,
p. 159). Motivational forces which are outlined from the patient's
responses and expectations are helpful in determining whether or not
he will involve himself in treatment.

Summary. In reviewing the theories of motivation, a wide
range of theories is noted. There is investigation for each theory
and relevant supporting data for each theory.

This study to

investigate the relationship of motivation and expectations of the
treatment process at the Mental Health Center focuses from the broad
view of motivation to the synthesis theory of motivation presented by
K. M. Madsen.

Within his overview of modern theories of motivation,

further focusing is directed to pinpoint social motives.
tives are one of two classes of motives defined by Madsen.

Social mo
The other

class is "organic" motives and are exclusively internal in nature.
This study then uses the conceptual framework of Madsen and utilizes
it to investigate the internal and external motive forces as defined
within the framework of this study, as well as the additional category
of environmental forces.

The literature relating to motivation the

ories, motivation in relation to mental health and discussions of pa
tients ' expectations have been explored.

Various authors have been

examined and cited in order to provide a theoretical basis for the investigation of the relationship between motivation and patient's
expectations at the Mental Health Center.

Hypothesis
The hypothesis to be investigated evolves from an overview of
the recent theories of motivation.

The general hypothesis isi

The motivation in requests for help at the Mental Health Center
is related to expectations of what will happen there.
Specific sub-hypotheses are to be tested in terms of the data
collected.
1.

They are as follows:

A person with high internal motives is likely to expect

to become personally involved in a treatment process;
a person with high external motives is likely to ex
pect others to provide the treatment process„
2=

A person with high environmental motives is likely to
have expectations of self-involvement and self-effort
in the treatment process.

3.o A person with self-initiated knowledge about the Mental
Health Center is likely to expect to involve himself in
the treatment process.

Definition of Terms
In order to understand the framework of this investigation
the terms used in the investigation process are defined:
Motivation -

The dynamic forces behind behavior, related to
internal, external and environmental factors.

Internal Motivation -

Pressure from within the individual

which is consciously recognized, such as having
troublesome thoughts or feelings.
External Motivation -

Pressure outside the individual to seek

professional help such as family members, min
ister, physician or other accepted authority
figures.
Environmental Motivation -

Pressures imposed by social lim

itations, such as the investment of time or
money.

Expectations -

Those things which the patient believes will

happen to him in the course of treatment«,
MHC

- Mental Health Center

CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Setting for Study
The impetus for growth for Mental Health Centers came with
the passage of the Rational Mental Health Program.

The Community

Mental Health Centers Act of 1963 spelled out those services which
are essential to a Mental Health Center. They are in-patient care,
out-patient care, day care and night care programs for partial care,
emergency care and consultation and education services. Additional
recommended services included rehabilitation and the training of men
tal health personnel.
The Mental Health Center in the community offers ample oppor
tunity to consider the motivational aspects of health care.

Ozarin

has said that "the Mental Health Center is basically a public health
facility and that by utilizing the philosophy of public health, the
Center can make a substantial contribution to the total health of the
community." (Ozarin, 1966, p. 29). Over twp million people seek help
each year for mental illness in the United States. The era of custo
dial care has become an era of comprehensive and dynamic treatment.
Prevention, treatment and rehabilitation are common concepts to the
Mental Health Center.

The focus is on the social aspects of treat

ment as well as specific actions to help the individual help himself.
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'"Hie need, then, is to treat the whole person and not just the disease
entity, and the need justifies the emphasis on cooperation of mental
health and public health in community Mental Health Center programs«"
(Tolies, 1964, p. 1974).
A recently developed MHO in Arizona is an example of a diag
nostic and treatment center functioning within some of the recommenda
tions of the Mental Health Program.. It is an attractive complex of
buildings. The interior decorating schemes are comfortable and home
like.

The treatment process emphasizes the home and community re

sources.

A day program, emergency walk-in program, chemo-therapy

and occupational therapy are offered as part of the' program.

Family

therapy and group therapy or individual psycho-therapy are available.
The staff consists of well trained, skilled members of all
health professions.

There are psychologists, psychiatrists, social

workers, nurses, occupational therapists, psychiatric aides and re
habilitative assistants.

Consistent exchange of pertinent informa

tion and pooling of unique abilities is designed to offer the patient
an effective individualized treatment program, through the health
team approach.

Major emphasis is on preventative care.

The patient voluntarily applies for treatment and indicates
his needs in the intake interview.

The interview is usually conduct

ed by a member of the social service department. The intake worker
makes the initial assessment as well as recommendations for those ele
ments of the care program to be included.

The health team approach is

utilized as a means of organizing and implementing the treatment
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program.

The intake interview material is essential in determining

the patient's interest in the treatment process and evaluating his ex
pectations and commitment to the process.

Selection of Sample
The parent population of the study consisted of sixty admis
sions to the Southern Arizona Mental Health Center during a period
from December 26, 1968 to February 1, 1969. The sample population
for this study consisted of forty-four men and women admitted during
this period of time.

Participants in the study were those for whom

the intake worker completed the questionnaire.

No attempt to set up

arbitrary criteria for admission to the study was made.

Admissions

during any one particular period of time were felt to be representa
tive of the over-all patient admission group.

The sample was limited

by the cooperating agency to adults sixteen years of age and over.
Admissions younger than this were routed through a different admission
procedure.

Development of Instrument
Since motivations and expectations rely on elicitation of re
sponses from the individual and subjective interpretation of these
responses by him there can be little objective measurement. A sub
jective description of motives and expectations seems useful although
it is less precise by some experimental standards. The motivation may
vary from time to time or the patient may be unable or unwilling to
disclose accurately his feelings.

However, accepting these built-in
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limitations, subjective description of motivation still allows col
lection of useful, legitimate data.
An inventory questionnaire that could be incorporated with the
intake interview at the Mental Health Center was developed. The in
take interview consisted of a questioning period between the prospec
tive patient and the admission worker, who is most often a social
worker. A description of problem areas and expectations of treatment
was elicited by two specific questions on the institution admission
form.

These questions are as follows:

(l) "Why did you come here?"

(2) "What do you hope to accomplish here?"

Using these two questions

as a framework, the supplemental questionnaire expanded the informa
tion gathered on motivations and expectations. The questionnaire was
formulated initially by considering those factors which might influ
ence the patient to request help.

Additional information was culled

from the chart, including age, sex, education level, and job or income
level.
The questionnaire was devised to relate to.;specific areas of
motivation and expectations.

For instance, motivation was arbitrarily

defined as "the dynamic forces behind behavior."

It was then divided

into external, internal and environmental segments.

These motivation

al factors become important in setting up the questionnaire and ana
lyzing the data.

Specific questions were constructed to relate to a

specific area of motivation.

Internal motivation was defined as pres

sure from within which is consciously recognized which preceded a re
quest for help.

In this category would be such items as bothersome

thoughts and feelings, or the recognition that one was worse off
than others in the community.

External motivation was defined as

those pressures which were exerted by others in order to assist an
individual in obtaining help.

This could he a referral from an ac

cepted authority figure such as a physician or minister.

It could al

so be pressures from family members or friends to obtain help.
Environmental motivation was defined as those items in the environment
which exert pressure on an individual but are not specifically people.
An example would be the pressures of time or money expended in the re
quest for help process. .
Expectations were viewed as those things the patient believes
will happen to him in the course of treatment. The degree of self
involvement and the anticipated degree of efficacy of treatment were
utilized as possible indices of expectation levels.

Self-involvement

was defined as the utilization of one's ego or self-image in the pro
cess of attaining a higher level of mental health following admission.
Although it involves subjective measurement by the therapist as well
as the patient, determination of the presence or absence of self
involvement could be made.

The degree of self-involvement is diffi

cult to measure and may vary from time to time within the same patient.
The patient's level of understanding of treatment was considered during
analysis as this may affect his expectations.
Each item on the questionnaire evoked a specific answer which
would indicate a degree of involvement and required the respondent to
take a position on each question.

Specific items were used to measure
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motivation as well as expectations. These items were correlated with
the chart information.

For most responses, (l) or (k) indicated the

extremes of the response.

Less variation was indicated by (2) and (3).

The concepts of motivations and expectations were then related
in terms of the specific purposes of the study.
as the independent variable.

Motivation was defined

Expectations were defined as the depen

dent variable.

Specific questions on the inventory were related to

each variable.

The following questions were in the category related

to external motivation;
2.

I'm going to list some reasons people have for coming to
a MEG.

Please tell me which, if any, of these apply to

you.
2a. Which is the most important?
The following question was utilized to examine internal motivation.
5.

In comparison with others in the community, how would you '
rate yourself in regards to your needing mental health
treatment ?

The following questions were related to the environmental aspects of
motivation.

6 . If you had to put a price tag on mental health, what would
it be worth to you?
7«

How much time at the MHC would you be willing to devote to
help yourself?

The following questions were utilized to examine expectations.
3.

What do you think will happen here?

4.

How much personal effort do you think it will be neces
sary to put forth to help yourself while you are here?
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How helpful do you think your treatment here will be?

9-

Which one of the following statements best describe your
feelings about helpful treatment?

The following question investigated the sources of information related
t o the MHC.
1.

■
How did you learn about the MHC?

Information from the chart was utilized to measure the inde
pendent and dependent variables. The source of referral, education
level and expressed reason for requesting helped to indicate the in
dividual participant's response to motivation.
chart was gathered to measure expectations.

Information from each

Stated expectations for

treatment was collected from the chart, As this data was analyzed the
determination was made as to whether or not a relationship existed be
tween motivations and expectations. If so, the direction of the rela
tionship might be relevant and important.
The questionnaire consisted of nine„structured questions.
They were purposely constructed in terms thought to be easily under
stood by the respondents.

The tenth question was non-structured.

It

was an open-ended question requiring a definition of mental health.
It was included primarily to determine if there was any specific en
tity such as "mental health" which could be identified by the individ
ual and considered a possible goal in the treatment process.

Hopefully,

this would correlate with the motivation-expectation relationship.

The original questionnaire was revised until it was felt to
fulfill the stated purpose of considering most influences on the pre
senting patient in requests for help.

Final form of the questionnaire

is contained in Appendix A.

Method for Collection of Data
Permission was secured to conduct the study through the MHC
administrator. He instructed the intake workers to conduct the ques
tionnaires as part of the admission interview.

Written instructions

by the investigator were given to the intake workers to facilitate the
collection of data.

A suggested procedure for implementing the ques

tionnaire was included.

The instructional material is contained in

Appendix B .
A total of forty-four interviews were conducted by the intake
workers.

The questionnaire was administered by nine intake workers

during the period from December 29, 1968 to February 1, 1969. The
questionnaire was administered as part of the intake interviews for
those presenting themselves at the Mental Health Center and requesting
help.
Initially, the questionnaire was to be added to the admission
inventory filled out by each patient who requested help. This inven
tory was completed before an interview was held by a staff member.
While the questionnaire was in the process of formation, the Southern
Arizona Mental Health Center changed its admission procedure and no
longer required that the admission inventory be completed before ar
ranging for an interview.

Personnel at the "MHC felt that this

procedure deterred the "walk-in" patient from returning and also pre
vented providing immediate help in an emotional crisis. For these
reasons, a non-structured interview procedure held immediately (or as
soon as possible) was initiated. Therefore, it wa's not possible to
have the presenting patient fill out the questionnaire himself as part
of the admission inventory as planned, which presents a limitation to
the study.

With the introduction of the intake worker into the pic

ture, the opportunity for bias becomes apparent.

The intake inter

viewer attempted to incorporate the questionnaire unobtrusively into
the admission interview.

But the individual interviewer could be a

source of individual bias or misunderstanding.

The interviewer's per

sonality, their ideas of effectiveness or hopelessness of treatment,
and cues given the patient in presenting the questions could all af
fect the data collection.

These limitations of the study are to be

kept in mind during the analysis of the data.

Method of Coding
The responses to the questionnaire were coded by the investi
gator . Each answer received a specific code number. For questions
with a specific number of options in the answer, each option retained
the option number as the code number.

If more than one choice was al

lowed the respondent in the answer, then additional code numbers were
allotted.
The overall sample population age ranged from l6 - fO.
was divided into three categories.

Age

The categories were chosen to

represent possible stress periods in life.

Group I represented ages
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l6 - 25.

This was felt to be representative of late adolescence

pressures associated with such things as continuing school or leaving
home. This group also represents the pressures of beginning indepen
dence or early marriage. Group XI, ages 26 to 45, is representative
of those people having marital pressures and young children. Group III,
age 46 - 70, is the period in which one might find possible stress as
sociated with retirement, aging, and chronic illness»
Education levels were divided into high and low for purposes
of analyzing the data.
"low."

High school education or less are considered

Education beyond the high school level is labeled "high."
The information from the chart regarding reason for coming to

the MHC and the patient's stated expectations of "what will happen to
him there" were coded by the investigator.

This information was di

vided into physical, social and psychological categories.

Three pro

fessional nurses, independent of the study, were requested to verify
this coding for accuracy of the investigator's judgment. Each inde
pendent judge disagreed on three different items.

The majority opin

ion was accepted on these nine items. This independent judging was
also used to develop the categories for the responses to Question 10—
the unstructured question.
The questionnaire responses were coded in the following manner.
The questions which consider motivating influences are reported first
(these are questions 1, 1A, 2, 2A, 5, 6 and 7) ° The questions relating
to motive forces investigate source of information, source of referral,
time and money expenditure and recognition of need for treatment.
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Question one investigates all factors which are information
sources.

The information' sources as coded in question one were group

ed together into four categories.

The first was listed as “personal"

influences and referred to those influences with a close degree of
intimacy within the extended family space, including the doctor and
the friends.

Within the definition of external motives in this study,

these "personal” influences would refer to pressures exerted by close
relationships.
Those influences which concern a peripheral degree of intimacy
in the life space of an individual were labeled "community" for purposesof categorizing the data in question one.

In this group are in

fluences related to people generally assumed to be less close to the
individual requesting help.

Examples of this would be the school

counselor and the Suicide Prevention Center staff, the latter being
one example of an "other" response.
The group labeled "impersonal" influences are those which
cause the individual to internalize learning and make a decision.
These would be the mass media, such as books or television programs
about the Mental Health Center.

This category is utilized within the

definition of internal motives in this study.
The fourth group is labeled "mixed.”

This group contained

"personal" and "impersonal" items in combination.
ternal and internal influences are in combination.

Consequently, ex
An example of this

is family doctor in combination with readings about the MHC.

Within

this group, the "self” initiated actions are assumed to come first.
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For all data that referred to question one these four cate
gories are used:

"personal," "impersonal," "community," and "mixed."

The "personal" group and the "community" group are combined into the
external group.

"Impersonal" was combined with "mixed" in order to

form the internal grouping.
Question two, which examines reasons for coming to.the Mental
Health Center, is coded into two groups. The four responses, family
doctor, friend, family member and minister are grouped into external
pressures.

"You yourself thought you needed help" is considered an

internal pressure.

This question allowed a multiple response.

Question 2k response indicated which of the options was most
important if question two had a multiple answer.
Question five investigates the respondent's recognition of his
need for mental health treatment by comparing himself with others in
the community.

The answers to question five were combined to obtain

a "low" motivation group and a "high" motivation group.
"better off" and "about the same" were labeled "low
"High" motivation consisted of "worse off than most."

The responses,

motivation.
This question

is representative of internal motivation as defined in this study.
Question six investigated one aspect of environmental motiva
tion as defined in this study.

The patient's concept of the monetary

worth of mental health was investigated.

"As much as it takes" and

"as much as it takes without sacrificing family needs" were grouped
to form "high" motivations.
represent "low" motivation.

"As little as possible" and "nothing”
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Question seven investigated a second aspect of environmental
motivation-— investment of time in the treatment process.

"High" mo

tivation was represented by "as much as it takes" and "as much as you
could spare from other responsibilities."

"Low" motivation was con

sidered "as little as possible."
The following questions relate to expectations.
questions 3,

8 and 9-)

(These are

These questions investigate helpful treat

ment, self-involvement and self-effort in the treatment process.
Question three investigated those things which the respondent
believed would happen to him at the MHC. Self-involvement was iden
tified as "you will talk about your thoughts and feelings."

Pills,

direct advice from the doctor, and a physical check-up were combined
to form a group relating to expectations of what others would do for
patient.

The "no idea" is added to the non-self involving group.

This provides the dicotomy of responses which allows for self
involvement and non-self-involvement.
<
Question four examined the amount of personal effort the re
.

spondent expected to expend in the treatment process. For purposes of
analyzing the data, "no idea," "none at all" and "very little" were
grouped together.

This group was deemed representative of expecta

tions of little self-effort.
grouped together.

"A moderate amount" and "a lot" were

This group represented expectations of self-effort.

It should be remembered that the amount of effort expended in the
treatment process can be distinguished from the intent to involve self
in the treatment process.
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Question eight investigated expectations of how helpful treat
ment would he.

"Very helpful" and "moderately helpful" were consid

ered as high expectations.

"Not helpful at all" and "don't know" were

grouped together as low expectations of helpfulness of treatment.
Question nine examined the respondent's expectations of what
constituted a helpful treatment process.

The first group included the

individual alone solving his problems, and the individual working in
conjunction with the mental health professional.

This group was con

sidered as high expectations of self-involvement. The second group
included "the greater share of the work done by the mental health pro
fessional" and "help only from the mental health professional." ,This
group was considered representative of low expectations of self
involvement .
Question ten requested the respondent to define mental health.
Two categories were used to group the responses.
was psychological.

The first category

This contained items relating to understanding

self and accepting reality.

The second group contained responses re

lated to social functioning.

This group included items such as "get

ting along with people" and "functioning adequately."

CHAPTER IV

RESEARCH FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA

The purpose of this chapter is to present the analysis of
data relevant to the study of the relationship between influencing
factors in requests for help at the MHC and the client's related
expectations.
The focus will be on an investigation of the hypothesis that
the client's motivation for requests for help at a MHC is related to
his expectations of what will happen there.
The investigation will be done by studying and analyzing
statistically the relationship between internal, external and envi
ronmental motivating forces and expectations of self-involvement,
helpfulness of treatment and expending of effort in the treatment
process.

The presentation of data in tables is preceded by a short

introduction stating the relationship of a group of tables to each
other.

Following the presentation of data, interpretation is offered

so that implications for nursing can be drawn.
In addition, selected demographic information about the re
spondents will serve as a basis for an analysis of data.

The rela

tionship between age and/or education level and the responses from
the questionnaire associated with motivating forces and expectations
of the treatment process will be examined.
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In some tables, the raw
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data are mentioned as being informative or interesting, although they
are not associated with a prior hypothesis,
Since the directional trend is important to the investigator
and could be construed as indicative of social significance rather
than statistical significance, attention is called to cell entries
in particular tables.
The data were investigated relative to each specific hy
pothesis . The first hypothesis is:

A person who requests help be

cause of high level internal motives will be likely to have high
expectations of helpful treatment, of expending effort and of in
volving self in the treatment process; a person who requests help
because of high level external motives will be likely to have low
level expectations of self-involvement, self effort and helpful
treatment.

The second hypothesis is:

A person with high level en

vironmental motives will be likely to have high level expectations
of helpful treatment, self-involvement and self-effort.
hypothesis is:

The third

A person who utilizes self-initiated sources of in

formation about the MHC will be likely to have expectations of help
ful treatment, self-involvement and self-effort.
A null hypothesis of no difference was used as a basis for
the statistical analysis.

The significance of the relationship be

tween motive forces and expectations as well as the direction of the
relationship was important to this study.

For this reason, a prob

ability level of .10 was considered satisfactory to the investigator
to reject a null hypothesis.
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Internal-External Motive Forces

The presentation of data in tables 1 - 11 is related to the
first hypothesis o
hypothesis*

The initial tables are supportive of the first

Presentation of data in tables that adds interest to

the internal and external motive forces but does not necessarily
support the hypothesis is included in this section*

Presentation of

the data which does not support the first hypothesis^ but is related
to it; follows.
The presentation of data in Table 1 shows the relationship
of the influencing motive forces in coming to the MHC and expectations
of how much ef f ort will be necessary in the treatment process *

The

first sub-hypothesis utilizing the internal component of self-referral
was supported.

The null hypothesis was rejected.

The difference was

significant statistically between .01 and .001 level.

The respondents

who were self-referred expected to expend a high amount of effort in
the treatment process.

Table one data were indicative of the rela

tionship between external motive forces and expectations of necessary
effort.

Those patients who came to the Mental Health Center because

of referrals from their family; doctor; or friend were not expecting
to put forth much effort in the treatment process.
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TABLE 1
REASONS FOR COMING TO MHC AND EXPECTATIONS
OF PERSONAL EFFORT NECESSARY

External motive
■ Internal motive
(doctor, friend,
(self)
Total
family)
_____________________________

High effort
(moderate amount, a lot)

9

21

~ 30

Low effort
(none, very little,
no idea)

12

2

lU

Total

21

23

44

Chi Square with Yates' Correction s
df = 1

9.7%

-01 < p < .001

The presentation of data in Table 2 shows the relationship
between the influencing motive forces in coming to the Mental Health
Center and the respondent's expectations of what will happen in the
treatment process.

The data support the first sub-hypothesis. The

difference is significant at the .01 level. The patients who had
internal motive forces, as defined in this study, expected to ex
plore their feelings and thoughts which was consistent with selfeffort . The patient with external motive forces expected others to
provide treatment.

TABLE 2

REASONS FOR COMING TO MHC AND EXPECTATIONS
OF TREATMENT PROCESS

External motive
(doctor, friend,
family)
Expect others
(pills, direct advice,
physical check, no idea)
Expect self
(explore feelings)
Total

Internal motive
. (self) .

Total

22 .

17

5

4

18

22

21

23

44

Chi Square with Yates' Correction =
df s 1

13.12

p

.001

,
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The presentation of data in Table 3 considers the internal
motive forces related to expectations of what constituted helpful
treatment. These data support the first sub-hypothesis.
hypothesis is rejected.

The null

The probability was that the difference was

due to chance between .01 and .001.

The patient who came to MHC be

cause of internal motive forces expected helpful treatment to mean
participating in the treatment process. The presentation in Table 3
also shows the relationship between the external motive forces and
expectations of low self-involvement in the treatment process.

TABLE 3
REASONS FOR COMING TO MHC AND EXPECTATIONS
OF HELPFUL TREATMENT

External motive
Internal motive
(doctor, friend,
(self)
Total
family)
___________________________
Expect others
(greater share by
professional,
exclusively professional)
Expect self
(individual do all,
individual & professional)
Total

13

4

17

8

19

27

21

23

44

Chi Square with Yates’ Correction s
df = 1

7-39

.01 < p ^ .001

k7
These data indicate that the source of referral and its ef
fect on the patient's expectations needs to be considered.

If the

patient comes because of self-referral, his expectations are most
likely to be associated with self-effort, self-involvement and help
ful therapy in the treatment process.

He will probably then be eager

to participate in planning with the health team for his treatment
program.

By encouraging and supporting the patient in his expending

of effort in the treatment program, more effective therapeutic ac
tion can be implemented.
If, on the other hand, the patient requests help due to ex
ternal pressures such as family doctor or friend, he-is probably at
a very different point in the therapeutic treatment process.

Before

he is able to expend effort in the treatment process, he must accept
his own need for treatment. At this point, it may well be that
staff effort could be utilized to assist the patient in recognizing
his own need for assistance in his mental health problems rather than
to proceed with active intervention.
It is essential that the nursing assessment take into account
the patient's source of referral so that the MHC staff are cognizant
of the associated expectations the patient brings to the therapeutic
process, as elicited during the admission procedure.
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The presentation of data in Table 4 shows the pattern of re
sponses from the group of twenty-three respondents who were self
referred (internal motive force)» A total of thirteen respondents
were consistent in their expectations of self-involvement and help
ful treatment with high internal motivating forces.

The high motive

factors and high expectation factors were cumulative so that of the
original twenty-three with high internal motive forces, thirteen are
consistent throughout the investigation.

TABLE 4
PROFILE OF CONSISTENT HIGH MOTIVES
AND HIGH EXPECTATIONS

Response

Meaning from
(Questionnaire

Self-referred

(internal motive)

23

52

Explore feelings

(Involve self)

18

4l

A lot of effort

(Involve self)

18

4l

Much time

(Environmental mqtive) 15

34

Much money

(Environmental motive) 15

34

Individual and
professional
together

(Helpful treatment)

30

Number
(Cumulative)

13

% of Sample

The presentation of data in Table 5 shows the relationship
between the motivating influences as indicated on the chart and ex-'
pectations of what will happen as indicated on the questionnaire»
The difference was significant at between the .05 and .10 level.
The patient who came because of psychological reasons expected to
involve himself in the treatment process.

This finding has implica

tions for the investigation of motive forces although it was not de
fined directly as such for this study.

Internal motive forces are

related to those things within the individual that cause pressure so
that the individual requests help. The psychologic reasons given in
the chart information fall into this category since they are recog
nized by the patient as his reason for requesting help.
Examples of psychological reasons for coming to the Mental
Health Center would be:

"find out who I really am," "people are

talking about me," and "thoughts about suicide."

These reasons re

fer directly to the individual and his focus on the problem.

Those

reasons which had psychologic implications but were stated in such a
manner as to avoid involving the individual were labeled nonpsyehologieal. Examples of this would be, "want to terminate this
pregnancy," "learn how to earn money to get away from Mother," and
"my husband left me."

The last group reflects an inherent sugges

tion of others doing for the patient rather than any recognition of
self-involvement.
There is a need for the patient requesting help to have ex
pectations that are consistent with the reason he states for coming

to the MHC if the treatment process is to be effective.

If the pa

tient's reason for coming is stated as "nervous and tense" but his
expectation is "advice on how to save my marriage" then a conflict
may arise in planning the treatment program.

If the health team is

aware of these inconsistencies then the patient can be assisted in
determining priorities for his problem solving.

The patient can be

helped to decide which goal has immediate preference and how to
facilitate its successful attainment.

TABLE 5
REASON FOR COMING TO MHC AND EXPECTATIONS
OF WHAT WILL HAPPEN AS INDICATED
ON INDIVIDUAL CHARTS

Psychological
reason

Non-psychologieal
reas on

Total

Others
(pills, direct advice,
physical check-up,
no idea)

10

12

22

Self
"[explore feelings)

16

5

21

Total

26

17

43

Chi Square with Yates' Correction =
df - 1
no response = 1

3-06

.05 ^ p ^ .10
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Approximately 60$> of the respondents, gave psychological rea
sons for coming to the Mental Health Center but only 30$> had psycho
logical expectations for themselves in the treatment process.

These

figures indicate some reason to consider whether there may be some
stereotyping of responses from the new admission.

He may respond in

a manner he feels will be suitable to gain entrance and to satisfy
staff in a specialized area such as mental health.

It could prove

useful for staff evaluation of the patient to consider the consis
tency of the patient's reason for coming and his expectations of the
treatment process.
The presentation of data in Table 6 shows the relationship
between the reason for coming to the MHC and expectations of what
will happen as indicated by each patient in the admission interview.
The difference was not significant at the .10 level.- The patients
who came for reasons defined as psychological seemed equally divid
ed between expectations defined as psychological and expectations
defined as social for purposes of this study. Social expectations
were defined as those expectations which related to a group rather than to the individual understanding himself. An example of a so
cial expectation would be "learning how to earn a living."
j
Although the data doesrmot support the first hypothesis
statistically, it was related to it.

The criteria used as the in

dependent variable were not those identified initially by the in
vestigator.

It was difficult--if not impossible, to equate

psychological with internal and non-psychological with the external
component of the independent variable.
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TABLE 6
REASON FOR COMING TO MHC AND EXPECTATIONS
OF WHAT WILL HAPPEN AS INDICATED
ON INDIVIDUAL CHARTS

Psychological
reason
Physical expectations

N on-p sychological
reason

Total

1

2

3

13

6

19

Psychological expectations 13

9

22

17

44

Social expectations

Total

27Chi Square - 1„4632

.20

p

.30

df = 2
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The presentation of data in Table 7 shows the relationship
between the reasons for coming to the Mental Health Center and ex
pectations of helpfulness of treatment. The difference was not sig
nificant at the .10 level. These data did not support the first
sub-hypothesis statistically, The patient who came because of exter- '
nal pressures from family, friend or doctor did not expect his treat
ment to be helpful. This relationship was evidenced in the raw data,
however.

TABLE 7
REASONS FOR COMING TO MHC AND EXPECTATIONS OF
HELPFULNESS OF TREATMENT

External motive
(family, doctor,
friend)

Internal motive
(self)

Total

5

11

l6

Not helpful
(not helpful,
don’t know)

16

12

18

Total

21

23

kk

Helpful
(very helpful,
moderately helpful)

Chi Square with Yates’ Correction «
df = 1

1.79

.10 < p <.20
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The presentation of data in Table 8 shows the relationship
between the patient's recognition of his need for mental health treat
ment and his expectations of what will happen in the treatment process.
The difference was not significant at the .10 level.

These data did

not support the first sub-hypothesis. Twenty-three respondents chose
the middle option of "about the same" regarding their comparative
need for mental health treatment.

TABLE 8
RECOGNITION OF NEED FOR MENTAL HEALTH TREATMENT AND
EXPECTATIONS OF WHAT WILL HAPPEN AT MHC

High internal
(worse off)

.Low internal
(about the
same,
better off)

Others do
(pills, direct advice,
physical check-up,
no idea)

3

19

22

Self do
(explore feelings)

8

12

20

11

31

42

Total

Chi Square with Yates' Correction df = 1
no response = 2

2.53

Total

.10 < p <.20
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The presentation of data in Table 9 shows the relationship
of the patient's recognition of his need for mental health treatment
and his expectations of helpfulness of treatment. The difference was
not significant at the .10 level. These data did not support the
first sub-hypothesis. Twenty-six respondents again chose "don't
know."

TABLE 9
RECOGNITION OF NEED FOR MENTAL HEALTH TREATMENT
AND EXPECTATIONS OF HELPFULNESS OF TREATMENT

Helpful

High internal
(worse off)

Low internal
(better off,
same)

Total

7

9

16

6

21

27

13

30

43

moderately helpful)
Not helpful
(not helpful,
don't know)
Total

Chi Square with Yates' Correction =
df s 1
no response - 1

1,09

. 2 0 p < .30
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The presentation of data in Table 10 shows the relationship
between recognition of need for mental health treatment and expecta
tions of personal effort needed.
at the .10 level.
data.

The difference was not significant

The first sub-hypothesis was not supported by these

Of the eleven respondents who had high internal motivation, ten

expected to expend a high level of effort in the treatment process.

TABLE 10
RECOGNITION OF NEED FOR MENTAL HEALTH TREATMENT
AND EXPECTATIONS OF PERSONAL EFFORT NECESSARY

High internal
(worse off)
_________
High effort
(moderate amount,
a lot)
Low effort
(none, very little>
no idea)
Total

Low internal
(better off.
about same)

Total

10

19

29

1

12

13

11

31

h2

Chi Square with Yates' Correction - l.l6
df s i
no response = 2

.20 < p ^ .30
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The presentation of data in Table 11 indicates the relationship
between the recognition of the need for mental health treatment and ex
pectations of self-involvement in helpful treatment.

The null hypothe

sis could not be rejected since the probability that there was a dif
ference was between .95 and .98. These data did not support the first
sub-hypothesis. Twenty-three respondents chose the middle option of
"about the same as.”

TABLE 11
RECOGNITION OF NEED FOR MENTAL HEALTH TREATMENT
AND EXPECTATIONS OF HELPFUL TREATMENT

High internal Low internal
(worse off)
(same as.
Total
__________ better off) ______
Others do
[greater share professional,
exclusively professional)

7

18

25

Self do
"[individual do,
individual professional)

k

13

17

11

31

k-2

Total

Chi Square with Yates' Correction s .0012
df = 1
no response - 2

.95 < P <.98
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The data in the four preceding tables (8-ll) indicate that ap
parently it was easier for the patient to say he's "about the same"
as other in recognizing the needs for mental health treatment than to
admit that he was in need of treatment.

Nursing and the helping pro

fessions need to recognize that the patient may be comfortable by
seeing himself in a comparable state of mental health with many others.
This may well have' a stabilizing or settling effect on the patient.
Nursing staff could make an effort within the content of the nursing
history to determine how the patient feels about his mental health in
comparison with others.

From the information obtained in the nursing

history, the health team would have a basis for deciding whether the
patient should be supported in his feelings of "sameness" or whether
an attempt should be made to help the patient recognize and accept the
individuality of his problem and his need for treatment.
It is possible that there is a potential error in the internalexternal classification scheme.

There could well be a number of re

spondents checking the "same as” who, at the same time, do recognize
that they need help.

They may also recognize that their social world

is filled with people who are as badly in need of treatment as they
are.

Environmental Motive Forces

The presentation of data in Tables 12 - 2k is related to the
second hypothesis, namely that the patient with high level environ
mental motive forces is more likely to expect to involve himself in
the treatment process.

The initial tables (12-19) are supportive of
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the second sub-hypothe sis.

Tables of data which add significance to

the.second hypothesis are included.

These are 20, 21 and 22.

The

presentation of data in tables 23 and 2h relate to the second hypoth
esis, but do not support it.
The presentation of data in Table 12 shows the relationship
between the patient's concept of time needed to devote to help him
self and his expectations of what will happen in the treatment pro
cess.

The environmental force was considered.

the second hypothesis.

These data support

The null hypothesis was rejected.

ference was significant between =01 and .001 level.

The dif

The patient with

a high degree of motivation to devote time to helping himself expect
ed to involve himself in the treatment process.

TABLE 12
PATIENT'S CONCEPT OF DEVOTING TIME TO HELPSELF AND EXPECTATIONS OF TREATMENT PROCESS

High environmental
(as much as it takes,
as much as I can spare)

Low environmental
(as little as
Total
_____
. possible)

Expect others
(pills, direct advice,
physical check-up,
no idea)

10

12

22

Expect self

21

1

22

Total

31

13

kk

11.11

.01< p <

i
—I
8

Chi Square with Yates' Correction df - 1
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The presentation of data in Table 13 shows the relationship
of the patient's concept of devoting time to helping himself and his
expectations ofppersonal effort needed in the treatment process. These
data were consistent with the second sub-hypothesis using environmental
motive forces as defined in this study.
at a level of .02.

The difference was significant

The patient who indicated willingness to invest

time to help himself had higher expectations of expending effort in
the treatment process.

TABLE 13
PATIENT'S CONCEPT OF DEVOTING TIME TO HELPING
SELF AND HIS EXPECTATIONS OF EFFORT NEEDED

High environmental
(much as can spare,
much as it takes)

Low environmental
(as little as
possible)

Total

3

6

9

High effort
(moderate amount,
a lot)

28

7

35

Total

31

13

hh

Low effort
(none, very little.
no idea)

Chi Square with Yates ' Correction =
df - 1

'y.hi . p =

.02
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The presentation of data in Table 14 shows the relationship
of the patient's concept of time necessary to invest in the treatment
process and his expectations of self-involvement - These data support
the second sub-hypothesis utilizing the environmental motive factor
as defined in this study. The difference was significant at ,001
level. The patient who indicated a high degree of. willingness to in
vest time in helping himself expected helpful treatment to include
self-involvement»

TABLE 14
PATIENT'S CONCEPT OF DEVOTING TIME TO HELPING
SELF AND EXPECTATIONS. OF HELPFUL TREATMENT

High environmental Low environmental
(much as can spare,
(as little as
Total
much as it takes)_______ possible)_____ _
Expect others
'
(great share professional,
exclusively professional)

6

11

17

Expect self
"(individual do all,
individual & professional)

25

2

27

Total

31

13

44

Chi Square with Yates1 Correction = 13,81
df - 1

p < ,001
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The presentation of data in Table 15 indicates the relationship
of the patient's concept of the monetary worth of mental health and his
expectations of what will happen in the treatment, process, The null
hypothesis was rejected.
these data.

The second sub-hypothesis,, is supported by

The difference was significant at the .001 level.

The

respondent who recognized a need to invest money expected to involve
himself in the treatment process.

TABLE 15
PATIEMT'S CONCEPT OF MONETARY WORTH OF MENTAL
HEALTH.AND EXPECTATIONS OF TREATMENT PROCESS

High environmental motive
(much as it takes,
much as takes without
sacrificing)
Expect others
(pills, direct advice,
physical check-up,
no idea)
Expect self
(explore feelings)
Total

Low environmental '
motive
(as little as
possible,nothing)

Total

8

14

22

20

2

22

:28

l6

44

Chi Square with Yates' Correction df - 1

11.88

p

.001

The presentation of data in Table l6 shows the relationship
between the patient's concept of monetary worth of mental health and
expectations of personal effort needed in the treatment process.

The

difference was significant between the .02 and .01 levels. The null
hypothesis was rejected.
these data.

The second sub-hypothesis was supported by

The patient who placed high monetary value on mental

health expected to invest high personal effort in the treatment process.

TABLE 16
PATIENT’S CONCEPT OF MONETARY WORTH OF MENTAL HEALTH
AND EXPECTATIONS OF PERSONAL EFFORT NECESSARY

High environmental
(much as it takes,
much as takes with
out sacrificing)

Low environmental
(as little as
possible,nothing)

Total

4

9

13

High effort
"(moderate amount,
a lot)

2b

7

31

Total

28

16

44

Low effort
(none, very little)

Chi Square with Yates' Correction s
df - 1

6.71

.02 <C p <.01
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The presentation of data in Table 17 indicates the relation
ship between the patient's concept of how valuable mental health is and
what constitutes helpful treatment.
ported.

The second sub-hypothesis was sup

The probability that the difference was due to chance was .001.

The patient whopplaeed a high value on mental health expected self
involvement to constitute helpful treatment.

;TABLE 17
PATIENT’S COHCEPT OF MONETARY WORTH OF MENTAL HEALTH
TO EXPECTATIONS OF HELPFUL TREATMENT

High environmental
(much as it takes,
much as takes without sacrificing)
Others
Xgreat share professional,
exclusively professional)

Low environmental
(as little as
possible.
nothing)

Total

3

14

17

Self
(individual do all,
individual & professional)

25

.2

27

Total

28

16

44

Chi Square with Yates' Correction df - 1

11.78

p < .001

The presentation of data in the following two tables (l8 and 19)
indicates the, interaction effect of the two environmental motive forces—
monetary worth of mental health, and willingness to devote time to men
tal health. High level willingness to invest both time and money in
the treatment process were combined into one group.

Low degree of

willingness to devote time or place monetary value on mental health
was combined as well.

The analysis of data was then done to determine

if, indeed, the environmental motive forces do interact their relation
ship to expectations of the treatment process and expectations of help
ful treatment.
The presentation of data in Table 18 indicates the interaction
effect of the environmental motive forces and the relationship to the
expectations of self-involvement in the treatment process. ,Additional
support and interest were added to the second sub-hypothesis. The
difference was significant at beyond the .001 level.

Those patients

who evidenced high motivation on both environmental variables were
more likely to display expectations of self-involvement than those who
were high on only one of the two variables.
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TABLE 18
PATIENT'S CONCEPT' OF MONETARY WORTH OF AND
DEVOTING TIME TO MENTAL HEALTH TO
EXPECTATIONS,OF TREATMENT PROCESS

High environmental motive
(high money/high time)

Low environmental
motive
(low money/low
time')

Total

Expect others
(pills, direct advice,
physical check-up,
no idea)

'1

11

12

Expect self
(explore feelings)

19

7

26

Total

20

18 '

38

6 a not consistent between 2 environmental motives
Chi Square with Yates' Correction df - 1

10=97

P <C *001

The presentation of data in Table 19 shows the relationship
between the two environmental motive forces in combination and expec
tations of what constitutes helpful treatment.

The data added supple

mental support to the second hypothesis. The environmental motive
forces did form an interaction effect.
at beyond the .001 level.

The difference was significant

Those patients with a high degree of will

ingness to devote time to the treatment process and a high level of
recognition of the monetary worth of mental health did expect helpful
treatment to mean involving themselves in the treatment process.

TABLE 19
PATIENT'S CONCEPT OF MONETARY WORTH OF AND
DEVOTING TIME TO MENTAL HEALTH TO ,
EXPECTATIONS OF TREATMENT PROCESS

High environmental motive
(high money/high time)

Low environmental
motive
(low money/low
Total
_________________ time)_____ ______

2

10

12

Self
^individual do all,
individual & professional)

23

3

26

Total

25

13

38

Others
(great share professional,
exclusively professional)

6 - not consistent between 2 environmental motives
Chi Square with Yates' Correction - 1
df = 1

5

P <C »001
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Patients with a high degree of willingness to invest time and
money in the treatment process had expectations which were related to
self-involvement and helpful treatment.

If the patient recognized the

need to invest time and money in the treatment process then this pro
vided impetus to attain help.

Without self-recognition that the

treatment is worth time and money, the patient is less likely to com
mit himself to participating actively in the treatment process.
Among health professionals there is growing recognition that the
treatment process must be inherently worthwhile to the patient if it
is to be other than temporarily helpful. But health professionals
need to recognize that patients do not necessarily see mental health
as valuable. The data in the preceding tables suggest that high mo
tive forces associated with time and monetary worth of mental health
are related to expectations of self-involvement in the treatment pro
cess. '

■
It seems apparent that time and money value can operate as

motive forces within the individual and also as his expectations.

In

operating as motive forces, time and money value of mental health has
an "allowing” function.

If the patient cannot spare time or money

then it may well have an inhibiting effect on the motivation of the
patient.

If on the other hand, the patient expects his treatment to

be valuable in terms of time and money then the treatment process may
be enhanced by these expectations. It would seem more logical and
useful to examine time and money as expectations in future research
efforts.
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The presentation of data in tables 20, 21 and 22 investigated
the relationship of education level and environmental motive forces
as defined in this study. These tables are supplemental in nature.
They provide interesting data with implications for the helping pro
fessions .
The presentation of data in Table 20 shows the relationship
between the level of education and the expectation of monetary worth
of mental health. The difference was significant at between the -10
and .20 levels.

The patient with the higher level of education was

more likely to expect to invest money in helping himself.

TABLE 20
EDUCATION LEVEL AND PATIENT'S CONCEPT
OF MONETARY WORTH OF MENTAL HEALTH

High education
(college & higher)

High monetary worth
(much as it takes,
much without sacrificing)
Low monetary worth,
(little as possible,
nothing)
Total

Low education
(high school
& lower)

Total

16

11

27

5

11

l6

21

22

43

Chi Square with Yates' Correction = 2.132
df = 1
no response = 1

.10 <C p <C =20
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The presentation of data in Table 21 shows the relationship
of educational level and the expectations of expending time in the
treatment process.

The difference was significant at the .05 level.

The patient with a higher level of education was more likely to expend
time in helping himself.

TABLE ,21
EDUCATION LEVEL AND PATIENT'S
CONCEPT OF DEVOTING TIME

.High education
(college & higher)

High time
Xmuch as it takes.
much as space)
Low time
(little as possible)
Total

Low education
(high school
& lower)

Total

20

10

30

2

11

13

22

21

43

Chi Square with Yates' Correction = 7-603
df = 1
no response = 1

.02 ^ p ^ .05
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The presentation of data in Table 22 combines the low educa
tion/low time group from Table 21 and the low education/low monetary
worth group from Table 20 and examines the referral.source„ The source
of referral was external, (the family), for seven of the eleven re
spondents in this group. No self-referrals were made in this group.
These data are related to and substantiate the first hypothesis. The
patient with external motive forces does not experience motivating
pressure from the monetary worth he places on mental health nor does
he associate investing time in the treatment process with mental
health.

It is particularly in this table that time and money can be

equated with expectations.

TABLE 22
EDUCATION LEVEL, LOW ENVIRONMENTAL MOTIVES
RELATED TO SOURCES OF REFERRALS

Source of referral___________

Low education
Low
time/low monetary worth

Family doctor

1

Friend

1

Self

0

Family

7

Family anddoctor

2

11

_

The major point of importance seems to be that low educational
level is associated with motives or expectations of a low level.

Ex

posure to mental health concepts at an early period in the education
process--whether formal or informal, would he helpful in establishing
a positive attitude toward mental .health. A certain amount of so
phistication related to mental health concepts would be helpful in
raising the low degree of anticipation of an investment of time or
money in commitment to the treatment process. This psychological
sophistication could be a result of increased emphasis on the worth
of mental health in the lower levels of the educational process. Ad
ditional exposure could be provided by the mass media in the form of
television public service announcements or feature articles in the
newspaper.

Once the Mental Health Center recognizes the need to of

fer more publicity concerned with mental health that is aimed at the
lower levels of education, then a strong educational program to dis
seminate this information could be started.
The presentation of data in the following two tables (23 and
2h) does not support the second sub-hypothesis.
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The presentation of data in Table 23 shows the relationship
between the patient's concept of devoting time to helping himself and
his expectations of helpfulness of treatment. The data in the table
is a combination of two questions with options for answers that allow
ed the respondent to avoid making a direct choice.

These data did not

support the second sub-hypothesis„ The difference was not significant
at the .20 level. Twenty-seven respondents chose the "don't know"
option.

TABLE 23
PATIENT'S CONCEPT OF DEVOTING TIME TO HELPING SELF
AND.EXPECTATIONS OF HELPFULNESS OF TREATMENT

High.environmental
(much as can spare,
much as it takes)

Low environmental
(as little as
possible)

• Total

Helpfulness
"(very helpful,
moderately helpful)

11

3

14

Not helpful
(not helpful,
don't know)

20

10

30

Total

31

13

kk

Chi Square with Yates' Correction s .2100
df = 1

-50 < p <.70

The presentation of data in Table 24 shows the relationship
between the patient's concept of the monetary worth of mental health
and expectations of helpfulness of treatment. The difference was not
significant at the .20 level.

The null hypothesis was not rejected.

The second sub-hypothesis was not supported by these data.

Twenty-

seven of twenty-eight respondents chose the “don't know" response.

TABLE 24
PATIENT'S CONCEPT OF MONETARY WORTH OF MENTAL HEALTH
AND HELPFULNESS OF TREATMENT

High environmental
(much as it takes,
much as it takes
without
sacrificing)

Low environmental
(little as possible,
nothing)

Total

Helpfulness
(very helpful,
moderately helpful)

12

3

15

Not helpful
Xnot helpful,
don't know)

15

13

28

Total

27

16

43

Chi Square with Yates' Correction = 1.32
df a 1
no response = 1

.20

p

-30
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The presentation of data in tables 23 and 2h indicated that
it may be very difficult for the patient to evaluate whether or not
treatment will be helpful.

Even if a patient expects to involve him

self in the treatment process, he realizes that he will not be work
ing alone. The, "don't know" option may be related to a reluctance to
be overly hopeful and to evaluate the "unknown" others in the treat
mentprocess in terms of

how helpful the treatment process will be.

The implications for the helping professions seem to be that,
although the patient needs to be realistic in his appraisal of the
helpfulness of treatment, additional efforts to disseminate the value
and helpfulness of therapy would be worthwhile.

Self-Initiated Sources of Information

The following four tables (25 through 28) relate the data
concerned with sources of information and expectations of the treat
ment process. None of these data support the third sub-hypothesis.
The third sub-hypothesis is as follows; the person with self
initiated sources of information is likely to have expectations of
self-involvement in the treatment process.
lationship showed little significance.

The direction of the re

The.presentation of data in Table 25 shows the relationship
between the sources of information about the MHO and expectations of
helpful treatment.

The difference was not statistically significant.

The null hypothesis was accepted.

There was no relationship between

the information source about the MHO and expectations of involving
self in the treatment process.

TABLE 25
INFORMATION SOURCES AND EXPECTATIONS
OF HELPFUL TREATMENT

Non-self Initiated
(personal,
community)

Self-Initiated
(impersonal,
mixed)

Total

Others do
(great share professional,
exclusively professional)

Ik

6

20

Self do
(individual alone,
individual & professional)

20

k

24

Total

34

10

44

Chi Square with Yates' Correction =
df = 1

.475

•30 < p

<-50
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The presentation of data in Table 26 shows the relationship
of sources of information and expectations of what will happen at the
Mental Health Center, The difference was not statistically signifi
cant . These data did not support the third sub-hypothesis. The pa
tient who was motivated by self-initiated sources of information did
not necessarily expect to involve himself in the treatment process.

TABLE 26
IHFORMATION SOURCES A m EXPECTATIONS OF WHAT
WILL HAPPEN AT THE MHC

Non-self-Initiating
(personal,
community)

Self-Initiating
(impersonal,
mixed)

Total

Others do
[pills, direct advice,
physical check-up,
no idea)

17

5

22

Self do
[explore feelings)

17

5

22

Total

34

10

44

._

Chi Square with Yates' Correction = .1299

.70 < p <.80
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The presentation of data in Table 27 shows the relationship
between the sources of information and expectations of personal effort
necessary.

The difference was not statistically significant, although

the ratio of high to low level effort is indicative of the direction
in the raw data.
data.

The third sub-hypothesis was not supported by these

The patient with self-initiated sources of information did ex

pect to expend effort in the treatment process, but not with a sig
nificantly greater likelihood than the non-self group.

The non-self-

initiated sources were related to high effort.

TABLE 27

_

INFORMATION SOURCES AND EXPECTATIONS OF
PERSONAL EFFORT NECESSARY

Non-Self-Initiating
Self-Initiating
(personal, community) (impersonal,mixed) Total

Low effort
(none, very little,
no idea)

11

2

13

High effort
(moderate amount,
•a lot)

23

8

31

Total

34

10

44

Chi Square with Yates' Correction s .129
df - 1

.70 <C P ^.80
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The presentation of data in Table 28 shows the relationship
between sources of information and expectations of treatment at the
Mental Health Center.

The third sub“hypothesis was rejected since

the ratio of self-initiated sources expecting helpful treatment to
non-helpful treatment indicates the direction of the relationship
which was predicted in the third sub-hypothesis.

TABLE 28
INFORMATION SOURCES AND EXPECTATIONS
OF HELPFULNESS OF TREATMENT

Non-Self-Initiated
(personal, community)

Self-Initiated
(impersonal, mixed) Total

Helpfulness
(moderately helpful,
very helpful)

22

8

Not helpful
[not helpful,
don't know)

12

2

Total

3^

10

Chi Square with Yates’ Correction s .071
df - 1

p ^ .99

.

30

14 .

44
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In each of the preceding four tables (25 through 28) the re
spondent with other-than-self initiated sources of information pro
vided approximately 77 percent of the total sample.

In each table

the high level expectations were consistent through an average of
47 percent of the other-initiated sources of information.

This to

tally rejects the third sub-hypothesis. The complicating factor here
may be that the individual initiated the contact to get information
regarding the MHC and yet recorded on the questionnaire the source so
that it fell into the "other-initiated" category.

The confusion in a

written response to questions could be alleviated by assessment
through a nursing interview to obtain an accurate history and eval
uate the motives and expectations of the patient.
It.is also possible that the non-self initiated sources of
information may offer some expectations of the treatment process
along with the suggestion of the MHC as a source of help.

The pa

tient may then come for help with some temporary expectations of the
treatment process. The MHC staff would attempt to make every effort
to reinforce expectations of self-involvement and obtaining helpful
treatment.
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Age As Belated to Motives

The presentation of data in the following two tables indi
cates the relationship of age to motives and expectations. This data
does not support a specific hypothesis but adds interesting supple
mental information.
The presentation of data in Table 29 shows the relationship
of age and reason for coming to the Mental Health Center.

The dif

ference was significant at between the .02 and .05 level.

The young

er and middle age groups were referred primarily by. self rather than
family.

TABLE 29
AGE AND REASON FOR COMING

Young
(16-20)
(21-25)

Middle
(26-3*0
(35-45)

Older
(46-64)
(65 up)

Total

7

15

1

23

Family referred (External) 5

4

4

13

19

5

36

Self referred (internal)

Total

12

Chi Square =

7-1756

.02 < p <.05

df = 2
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The presentation of data in Table -30 shows the relationship
between age and expectations of what will happen at the MHC. The
probability that the difference was due to chance was between .10 and
.05.

The young and middle age groups expected to involve themselves

in the treatment process to a greater degree.

TABLE 30.
AGE AID EXPECTATIONS OF'WHAT WILL HAPPEN AT MHC

Young
(16-20)
(21-25)

Middle
(26-34)
(35-45)

Older.
(46-64)
(65 up)

9

5

22-

Total

Others do
(pills, direct advice
physical check-up,
no idea)

8

Self do
(explore, feelings)

9

12

1

22

IT

21

6

44

Total

Chi Square -

3.7996

.

.10 < p < .20

df - 2

Age was related to the source of referral.

The older age

group was most often referred by their families. The middle age group
had the highest ratio of self-referrals.

The young age group was

about equally divided between self and family referrals. ' This was in
dicative of the internal and external motive forces as described in
this study.

The young and middle age groups had expectations related

to self-involvement. This was consistent with the number having self
referral.

The following table (31) lists the categories into which the
patient’s definitions of mental health (question 10) seemed to fall.
The psychological group contained responses related to self-under
standing . Examples would be, "knowing what makes me tick” or "under
standing why I feel like I do.” The social category related to
harmonious interpersonal personal relationships in the group process.
Examples would be "getting along with people” or “functioning ade
quately with the group at work.”

TABLE 31
DISTRIBUTION OF MENTAL HEALTH DEFINITIONS

Category

Number of Responses

Psychological

25

Social

10

No response

9

Total

.

44

The basic intent of the investigator in requesting a definition
of mental health was to determine whether a relationship existed be
tween the nature of a patient's definition and his expectations of the
treatment process.
such an analysis.

A series of problems invalidated the legitimacy of
The categorical distribution is presented here for

its own internal interest only.

Qk
The overlapping of categories presented some problems in cod
ing the responses. In addition, there were many variations of the
major themes of purely psychological or social with emphasis placed
on different aspects of each.

There also seemed to be a possibility

of a "pat response" to the interviSw question used.

Respondents -may

well have answered in a manner consistent with the words lay people
are conditioned to associate with mental health but which do not
necessarily match the personal definitions.

Words like "cope" and

"function" were used repeatedly. The responses were short, usually
being limited to a single phrase. The meaning of many responses was
often ambiguous,, again presenting coding problems.
In summary, comparative analysis served no useful purpose as
the definitional data proved to add no.new insights to the central
issues of the study.

The character of "psychological” versus "social"

definitions is not distinct enough to allow prediction of differential
treatment expectations. Had the interview question succeeded in elic
iting physiological-organic definitions as well, prediction and com
parative analysis would have been appropriate. But such was not the
case.
Evaluation can be made of the presenting patient's internal
motive forces.

The associated expectations also can be examined. A

short nursing interview could incorporate questions which would pin
point these important areas in determining the patient1s ideas of
need for treatment and self-involvement in the treatment process.
The health team would then utilize this information in planning with
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the patxtent and for the patient in the treatment process.
The general view of the findings indicate that there are areas
of relationship between influencing motive factors and expectations of
the treatment process.

If consideration is given to all the forces

impinging upon the individual, and his associated expectations of what
will happen to him, then more accurate planning can be accomplished
with, the patient.

Is the patient there because he recognizes a need

for help?. If so, does he understand that the treatment process de
pends upon his involvement of effort, time and money?

These are two

questions which can be used to determine if the patient is motivated
and expecting to help himself.

Consideration of the patient's mo

tives and expectations is an integral part of the nursing history.
There are implications for the helping professionals in the
data related to source of referrals.

The patient who came because of

pressure from others indicated little interest in the treatment pro
cess . Before such a patient will participate in the treatment pro
cess, he must accept a need for active therapy. The treatment
program would recognize the patient's degree of initiative and begin
at this point.

The major emphasis would be on helping the patient to

accept therapy.
The referral source which provided the pressure on the patient '
must also be considered.

If the family has used threats or punitive

measures to coerce the patient to request help, it would seem that the
family also needs assistance in understanding the need for selfinvolvement in the treatment process . Family therapy may be .needed to
offer support, establish a useful relationship with the patient and
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provide a basic educational foundation for the return to sound mental
health.
Eedlich and Hollingshead (1958)

have discussed the low socio

economic group's conflict with the values of
usually of the middle class.

the therapist who is

This conflict of value could arise in

those patients, in this study, who are of the low education levels and
indicated little interest in devoting time or money to attaining men
tal health. If the health team is aware of possible friction between
the patient's values and their own values, then real effort can be
made to tailor the treatment process to

meet the patient's needs, val

ues, and level of understanding.
Goffman (1959) reinforces the point of class values with his
discussion of status.

Particularly in a Mental Health Center with its

community health approach, the presenting patient may have very dif
ferent background and class values than the staff. The patient expects
the health professional to behave in a manner consistent with his ex
pectations.

If he is expecting direct advice in solving his problems,

then he will be easily, frustrated and assume failure has occurred when
he receives non-directive therapy. An accurate assessment of the pa
tient's expectations is essential so that he will not retreat when
these expectations are not met.

An educational program aimed at es

tablishing more realistic expectations might be necessary.
Consideration of the patient's value system leads to another
implication for nurses related to the findings an.education levels
and motivation.

The middle class values of the professional staff

may be in conflict with the patient's values.

Education aimed at

reducing this conflict can "be effectively focused on the staff» Once
the staff is aware of the conflict of values, they can plan interven
tion with the patient at his level of understanding and acceptance,
The mental health profession may he hound by the traditional approach
with its built-in middle-class bias.

This bias can be overcome by

education aimed at attitudinal change toward the value systems which
differ» Much of the impetus today in community mental health pro
grams is to offer immediate help in those areas which the patients
feel are most crucial.
short-term goals.

This approach plans emphasis on immediate

Staff education to understand cultural differences

and the related role expectations through a series of inservice edu
cation programs could prove useful in teaching the staff how to be
more helpful to the patient.

Along with education aimed at the public,

and at the patient, a program geared to the needs of the staff could
usefully be incorporated into the educational program.
The Mental Health Center might consider a definite program of
educating people in all referral groups. This would be done in order
that the external referral group would be more cognizant of the need
for the patient to recognize a need for treatment. Use could be made
of mass media.

The: propaganda disseminated would be useful in help

ing to correlate motive forces and expectations of self before the pa
tient arrived at the MHC. The patient who arrives with high level
internal motive forces and associated high level expectations of self
involvement in the treatment process has already taken a step in the
right direction.

The purpose of this chapter has been to examine and analyze
the data.

Hopefully^ the presentation of the data will lead to log

ical implications for nursing and the other helping professions in
the treatment of the mentally ill at a MHC» An attempt has been made
to predict specific ways in which nurses can improve patient care by
considering these findings. Consideration of motives and expectations
in the nursing history is one way.

Recognition of the importance of

the source of referral is another» Educational needs of the patient
in implementing the treatment process is still another implication for
nurses to consider.

.

The presentation of the preceding tables with explanations
show the relationships between the internal, external and environmen
tal motive forces and the expectations of self-involvement, expending
of effort and helpful treatment. These data were collected from re
sponses to the questionnaire.

Selected demographic information was

also used for analysis in order to verify relationships or provide
interesting supplementary information.

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY
. The investigation of the relationship between the presenting
patient's motives and his expectations of the treatment process pro
vided the basis for this study.

Within the context of an overview of

motivation theories, the conceptual framework utilized herein was based
on organic and social motives as differentiated by Madsen (1965).

The

recognition of the separation of internal forces and external forces '
by Madsen provides a foundation for the complexity of motivation.

Mo

tivation becomes multi-dimensional with the components of the process,
not easily defined.

Motive forces within the conceptual framework of

this study were labeled internal, external and environmental.

Inter

nal motive forces were defined as those pressures within the individ
ual consciously recognized, which cause him to seek help.
is "bothersome thoughts or feelings."

An example

External motives were defined

as pressures from without the individual such as family efforts to ob
tain help or authority figures such as a physician or minister.

En

vironmental motives were designated as the willingness to invest time
or money in the treatment process.
The work of authors who substantiate the internal and external
components of motivation as defined in this study is presented and
discussed.

Examples of these authors are Freud and Maslow for internal
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motive forces; Silverman and Tallman for external motive forces.

The

environmental motive force as defined in this study was substantiated
by very few authors.

Holt is one author who specifically mentioned

time and money as important aspects of the motivational process.
The general hypothesis examined was:

Motivation in requests

for help at a Mental Health Center are related to expectations of what
will happen there.
data collected.
1.

The sub-hypotheses were tested in terms of the

The sub-hypotheses are as follows:

A person with high internal motives is more likely to ex
pect to become involved in a helpful treatment process,
whereas a person with high external motives is more likely
to expect others to provide the treatment process.

2.

A person with high environmental motives is more likely
to have expectations of self-involvement and self-effort
in the treatment process.

3.

A person with self-initiated sources of information con
cerning the MHC is more likely to expect to involve him
self in the treatment process.

A questionnaire was developed that operationalized specific aspects of
the internal, external and environmental components of motivation.
Other specific questions were designed to investigate the patient's
expectations.

Expectations of the treatment process were considered

in terms of self-involvement, anticipated effort expended and help
fulness of treatment.
The data was collected at a community Mental Health Center.
The questionnaire was completed by the intake worker during the
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admission interview with the patient.
unobtrusive part of the procedure.
by the intake worker.

The questionnaire was to be an

This was a possible area for bias

Originally the questionnaire was designed to

accompany the admission inventory form used by the MHC,

The procedure

was changed by the MHO so that the patient did not fill out the inven
tory form but participated in the admission interview.

Forty-four

questionnaires were completed by the intake workers. In addition, se
lected demographic information, reason for coming to the MHC and
stated expectations of what will happen there were obtained from the
chart.
The data collected was coded by the investigator.

Three inde

pendent judges were utilized to determine the accuracy of the coding
on disputed items.
the chart.

Dispute related to two items of information from

There was difficulty in coding the stated reason for com

ing to the MEC, the stated expectations from the chart, and also the
response to the unstructured questions requesting a definition of men
tal health.
The statistical analysis was done with Chi Square using the
Yates.correction for most tables.

The presentation of data was done

in tabular form with the accompanying statistical results.

The pre

sentation of data also included those tables which were interesting
or informative in a supplemental manner.

The tables which support or

reflect a particular hypothesis were grouped together for presentation.
/

Within this grouping, the supplemental tables were added.
The findings indicated some substantiation of the general
.hypothesis and the first two sub-hypotheses. The third sub-hypothesis
was rejected.
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The patient who came to the MHC because of feelings that he
needed help comprised 52 percent of the total sample. Of this per
centage indicative of internal motive forces, 30 percent had consis
tent high expectations of self-involvement,■anticipated expenditure
of effort and helpfulness of treatment»
The externally motivated patient had consistently lower ex
pectations of the treatment process. He did not typically expect to
involve himself or expect treatment to be helpful.
Analysis of recognition of the need for treatment in comparison
with others proved difficult.

A consistently large number of respon

dents chose the option "the same as."

It seemed likely that they may

have recognized some need for treatment and yet felt they were no
"worse off" or "better off" than others in the community.
tion was designed to investigate internal motive forces.

This ques
It was ex

pected that "worse off" would be indicative of high internal
motivation.
The investment of money or expenditure of time in the treatment
process were used as variables to investigate the environmental motive
force.

There was a relationship between high environmental motive

forces and high expectations of self-involvement in the treatment pro
cess.

It became apparent as the data were analyzed that those motive

factors which were identified as environmental initially also had an
integral relationship with patient's expectations. Although the data
supported the second sub-hypothesis, it became increasingly difficult
to determine what part motives played and the extent of inherent ex
pectations within that area defined as environmental motives.

Age and
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education level were also associated with motivations and expectations.
This data was not related to any particular premise, but provided pos
sible areas for further exploration.
The information from the chart related to motivations and ex
pectations was not statistically significant and did not support the
first hypothesis.

The problem in coding the widely varying responses

may have been a basis for the difficulty in determining a relation
ship between stated motivation and stated expectations.

Another pos

sible explanation may be a discrepancy between what the patient
responds to the intake worker and how the patient actually feels about
his reasons for coming and expectations of what will happen at the MHC=
As Goffman (1959) has stressed, people respond as they perceive others
expect them to respond.

If the patient perceives the staff as having

expectations of him that he actually does not have, he simply may re
spond in a particular way to satisfy the staff.

This conflict between

the patient's actual expectations and the stated expectations to the
staff at the MHC is a possible source of error which may then con
tribute to an apparent lack of relationship between motives and ex
pectations.

It would seem essential for staff to be objective and

supportive in the intake interview so the patient perceives this ob
jectivity and relates his true feelings. The negative relationship
between motives and.expectations from the chart information is dif
ferentiated from the positive relationship found between the same
variables in the approach utilized in this study.
Responses to the question which requested a definition of men
tal health seemed for the largest number to relate to action concepts.

“Functioning adequately" and “getting along with people” were two re- .
sponses frequently noted = Respondents also remarked frequently that
mental health was very individualized and could not he generally def ined.
In summarizing the process and the findings of the investiga
tion, an overview of the study has "been presented.

The investigation

process and the findings are presented in greater detail in separate
chapters.

Conclusion and Recommendations
The conclusions which stem from this investigation fall, into
two groups. There are certainly limitations in the study that affect
the results. There are suggestions that arise from the data which can
be applied to nursing.

These two areas are discussed further.

Practical Implications. The implications for nursing and the
helping professions from the results of this study lie in two direc
tions.

Hursing can utilize the implications as reinforcement of cer

tain ideas which have been inferred but never before substantiated.
Motivation of the patient in requesting help for mental illness
is not a simple entity.

Once the recognition of the multi-dimensional

aspects of motives is stressed, nurses can avoid looking for a simple,
single answer to why the patient is looking for help.

Since the ex

pression of this motivation is subjective, elicitation of expectations
of the treatment process can be helpful in determining where active

therapeutic intervention can begin.

If the patient comes to get help

as a result of external motive forces^ he may expect others "to do
for" him rather than involving himself in the treatment process.
Nursing assessment and therapeutic intervention directed toward help
ing the patient to become internally motivated would be desirable.
Planning for the treatment process would include provisions for in
creasing participation by the patient so as to develop his independent
functions in the treatment process and strengthen his interactions with
the health team.
Emphasis must be placed on education of staff and referral
sources to the possible conflict that can arise if staff's understand
ing of the patient's motivations and expectations of the treatment
process are not congruous with the patient's motivations and expecta
tions.

Perhaps nursing efforts can be directed toward helping a fam

ily to understand that their efforts alone cannot effect successful
treatment.

The family can be supported in their efforts to get the

patient to accept the need for treatment and have associated expecta
tions of involving self in the treatment process. The educational
process could be aimed at those persons who directly or indirectly be
come sources of referral for the patient.

Exposure to the goals of

mental health treatment and the process through which attainment of
these goals is attempted can be useful in enlightening the community
to its role is assisting the mentally ill.

A MHC can offer general

ized information aimed at educating the public through the mass media.
More people need to become aware of the necessity of helping the pa
tient to become internally motivated and to expect self-involvement

in the treatment process in order to be able, to then provide helpful
treatment,.
information.

The MHC has an instrumental role in disseminating this
It becomes evident that accurate assessment of the pa

tient's motives and expectations are needed in order to formulate a
nursing diagnosis and helpful nursing care plan.

The nursing history

can include questions in the interview which will give clues to the
motives— -internal or external and the associated expectations of
self-involvement in the treatment process.

Once the assessment of

the motives and expectations is begun, the health team is presented
with alternate choices as to where in the therapeutic process active
intervention can begin.
If the patient is externally motivated and has expectations
of low self-involvement and little helpfulness from treatment then the
therapeutic intervention begins in a manner determined to be effective
in meeting the immediate needs of the patient.

Until the patient's

motives and expectations become congruent with those goals accepted
as useful by the professional mental health worker, nursing staff must
be willing to recognize and accept the differences in the value sys
tems, and to plan nursing intervention accordingly.

However, it needs

to be recognized that the initial steps taken to make the patient more
amenable to therapy by helping him to become internally motivated with
related high expectations of self-involvement in the treatment process,
can actually be very useful to him.

These initial actions can be a

very essential part of the treatment process.
If the presenting patient is internally motivated with related
high expectations of self-involvement, then the professional nursing
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staff needs to be very cognizant of the affect this has on planning
the treatment process. Effort to involve the patient in planning
his treatment process is essential in order to maintain his internal
motivation and. jaigh level expectations.

Implications for Future Research. The limitations of this
study exist in two areas. First, it is possible that the responses
by the patient could have been affected by not answering the ques
tionnaire directly.

If the interviewer gave the patient cues as to

the expected responses, if the interviewer was especially hurried or
if the interviewer had to interpret a response, then the possibility
of distortion of the responses arises.

It is conceivable that a

first-hand anonymous response would have been more reliable.

Second

ly, the questionnaire was not pretested in a pilot study. The dif
ficulty of analysis with some data was related to questions which
could have more precisely stated.

These questions may have allowed

errors in interpretation of the responses or may have permitted the
respondent to avoid making a direct choice.
that this study could serve as a pilot study.

It seems to the author
Improvement in the

questionnaire could be attempted and then the investigation could be
replicated utilizing a larger sample.

The multiplicity of the inter

viewers is another factor to be considered.
a different focus to the intervie

Each interviewer brings

since there are varied backgrounds

and beliefs.
The conclusions and recommendations which stem from this in- .
vestigation are limited in number. The author recognizes that while

there are results which indicate a relationship between motives and
expectations of the treatment process in requesting help from the MHC,
the data are limited enough in size to recommend further study and
possible replicationo
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Please Circle the Indicated Response

1.

How did you learn about the Mental Health Center?
as apply)
1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
7-

(check as many

from your family doctor
from a member of your family
from a friend
from the newspapers
from television coverage
from readings on Mental Health Centers
other (specify)

1A. (if any of the above answers were checked)
Did this influence your decision to come here?
2.

I'm going to list some reasons people have for coming to a Mental
Health Center. Please tell me which, •if any, of these apply to
you,
1.
2.
3.
4..

because
because
because
because
because

your family doctor recommended it
a friend said you could get help here
you yourself thought you needed help
your family thought you needed help
your minister suggested it

2A. (if multiple'response)
Which is the most important?
3.

What do you think will happen here?
(Check the one most important)
1. You will be given pills.
'
2. The doctor will tell you what is wrong with you and
advise you how to solve your problems.
3. Your physical condition will be checked.
4. You will talk about your thoughts and feelings and
be helped.
5. You have no idea at all what will happen.

4.

How much personal effort do you think it will be necessary to
put forth to help yourself while you are here?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

None at all
Very little
A moderate amount
A lot
You have no idea at all

101
5 - In comparison with others in the community, how would you rate
yourself in regards to your needing mental health treatment? 1. better off than most
2 . about the same as most
3 ° worse off than most
6.

If you had to put a price tag on mental health, what would it be
worth to you?
I2,
3»
4.

J.

as much as it takes to get you well
as much as it takes without sacrificing your family needs
as little as possible
nothing

How much time at the Mental Health Center would you be willing to
devote to help yourself?
1. as much as it takes to get you well
2 = as much as you could spare from your other
responsibilities
3 - as little as possible

8.

How helpful do you think your treatment here will be?
1„
2o
3=
4.

9-

very helpful
moderately helpful
not helpful at all
don't know

Which one of the following statements best describe your feelings
about helpful treatment?

I.

the individual can solve any problem if he puts his mind
to it
2«, the individual and the mental health professional can
work together
3° the greater share of the effort will be done by the
mental health professional
4. help will be provided only by the mental health
professional
10=

How would you define mental health?

APPENDIX B
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL
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In partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Masters
Program in Bursing, I am collecting data on the motivational aspects
of attendance at a Mental Health Center. If you would be interested
in seeing the results, I would be happy to share them with you.
Please incorporate the questionnaire into your intake inter
view using your usual neutral approach. If a patient does not under
stand a question or prefers not to answer, please go on to the next
item. Please put an identifying number or name on the form, so I can
also collect some information from the chart. Your cooperation is
greatly appreciated.
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